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Abstra t. In this paper the Neiporuk method for proving lower bounds on the size of Boolean
formulae is reformulated in terms of one-way ommuni ation omplexity. We investigate the s enarios of probabilisti formulae, nondeterministi formulae, and quantum formulae. In all ases we
an use results about one-way ommuni ation omplexity to prove lower bounds on formula size. In
the latter two ases we newly develop the employed ommuni ation omplexity bounds. The main
results regarding formula size are as follows: A polynomial size gap between probabilisti /quantum
and deterministi formulae. A near-quadrati size gap for nondeterministi formulae with limited
a ess to nondeterministi bits. A near quadrati lower bound on quantum formula size, as well as a
polynomial separation between the sizes of quantum formulae with and without multiple read random inputs. The methods for quantum and probabilisti formulae employ a variant of the Neiporuk
bound in terms of the VC-dimension. Regarding ommuni ation omplexity we give optimal separations between one-way and two-way proto ols in the ases of limited nondeterministi and quantum
ommuni ation, and we show that zero-error quantum one-way ommuni ation omplexity asymptoti ally equals deterministi one-way ommuni ation omplexity for total fun tions.
Key words. formula size, ommuni ation omplexity, quantum omputing, limited nondeterminism, lower bounds, omputational omplexity
AMS subje t lassi ations.
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1. Introdu tion. One of the most important goals of omplexity theory is to
prove lower bounds on the size of Boolean ir uits omputing some expli it fun tions.
Currently only linear lower bounds for this omplexity measure are known. It is well
known that superlinear lower bounds are provable, however, if we restri t the ir uits
to fan-out one, i.e., if we onsider Boolean formulae. The best known te hnique for
providing these is due to Neiporuk [33℄, see also [7℄. It applies to Boolean formulae
with arbitrary gates of fan-in two. For other methods applying to ir uits over a less
general basis of gates see e.g. [7℄. The largest lower bounds provable with Neiporuk's
method are of the order (n2 = log n).
The omplexity measure of formula size is not only interesting be ause formulae
are restri ted ir uits whi h are easier to handle in lower bounds, but also be ause the
logarithm of the formula size is asymptoti ally equivalent to the ir uit depth. Thus
in reasing the range of lower bounds for formula size is interesting.
It has be ome ustomary to onsider randomized algorithms as a standard model
of omputation. While randomization an be eliminated quite eÆ iently using the
nonuniformity of ir uits, randomized ir uits are sometimes simpler to des ribe and
more on ise than deterministi ir uits. It is natural to ask whether we an prove
lower bounds for the size of randomized formulae.
More generally, we like to onsider di erent modes of omputation other than
randomization. First we are interested in nondeterministi formulae. It turns out that
general nondeterministi formulae are as powerful as nondeterministi ir uits, and
thus intra table for lower bounds with urrent te hniques. But this onstru tion relies
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heavily on a large onsumption of nondeterministi bits guessed by the simulating
formula, in other words su h a simulation drasti ally in reases the length of proofs
involved. So we an ask whether the size of formulae with a limited number of
nondeterministi guesses an be lower bounded, in the spirit of resear h on limited
nondeterminism [15℄.
Finally, we are interested in quantum omputing. The model of quantum formulae has been introdu ed by Yao in [42℄. He gives a superlinear lower bound for
quantum formulae omputing the MAJORITY fun tion. Later Roy howdhury and
Vatan [38℄ proved that a somewhat weaker form of the lassi al Neiporuk method
an be applied to give lower bounds for quantum formulae of the order (n2 = log2 n),
and that quantum formulae an a tually be simulated quite eÆ iently by lassi al
Boolean ir uits.
The outline of this paper is the following. First we observe that the Neiporuk
method an be de ned in terms of one-way ommuni ation omplexity. While this
observation is not relevant for deterministi omputations, its power be omes useful
if we onsider other modes of omputation. First we onsider probabilisti formulae.
We derive a variation of the Neiporuk bound in terms of randomized ommuni ation
omplexity and, using results from that area, a ombinatorial variant involving the
VC-dimension. Applying this lower bound we show a near-quadrati lower bound for
probabilisti formula size ( orollary 3.7). We also show that there is a fun tion, for
whi h probabilisti formulae are smaller by a fa tor of pn than deterministi formulae
and even Las Vegas (zero error) formulae ( orollary 3.13). This is shown to be the
maximal su h gap provable if the lower bound for deterministi formulae is given by
the Neiporuk method. Furthermore we observe that the standard Neiporuk bound
asymptoti ally also works for Las Vegas formulae.
We then introdu e Neiporuk methods for nondeterministi formulae and for
quantum formulae. To apply these generalizations we have to provide lower bounds
for one-way ommuni ation omplexity with limited nondeterminism, and for quantum one-way ommuni ation omplexity. For both measures lower bounds expli itly
depending on the one-way restri tion were unknown prior to this work. Sin e the
ommuni ation problems we investigate are asymmetri (i.e., Bob re eives mu h fewer
inputs than Ali e) our results show optimal separations between one- and two- round
ommuni ation omplexity for limited nondeterministi and for quantum ommuni ation omplexity. Su h separations have been known previously only for deterministi
and probabilisti proto ols, see [27, 37℄.
In the nondeterministi ase we give a spe i ombinatorial argument for the
ommuni ation lower bound (Theorem 5.5). In the quantum ase we give a general
lower bound method based on the VC-dimension (Theorem 5.9), that an also be
extended to the ase where the players share prior entanglement. Furthermore we
show that exa t and Las Vegas quantum one-way ommuni ation omplexity are
never mu h smaller than deterministi one-way ommuni ation omplexity for total
fun tions (theorems 5.11/5.12).
Then we are ready to give Neiporuk style lower bound methods for nondeterministi formulae and quantum formulae. In the nondeterministi ase we show that
for an expli it fun tion there is a threshold on the amount of nondeterminism needed
for eÆ ient formulae, i.e., a near-quadrati size gap o urs between formulae allowed
to make a ertain amount of nondeterministi guesses, and formulae allowed a logarithmi fa tor more. The threshold is polynomial in the input length (Theorem
6.4).
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For quantum formulae we show a lower bound of (n2 = log n), improving on the
best previously known bound given in [38℄ (Theorem 6.11). More importantly, our
bound also applies to a more general model of quantum formulae, whi h are e.g. allowed to a ess multiple read random variables. This feature makes these generalized
quantum formulae a proper generalization of both
quantum formulae and probabilisti
formulae. It turns out that we an give a (pn= log n) separation between formulae
with multiple read random variables and without this option, even if the former are
lassi al and the latter are quantum ( orollary 6.6). Thus quantum formulae as dened by Yao are not apable of eÆ iently simulating lassi al probabilisti formulae.
We show that the VC-dimension variant of the Neiporuk bound holds for generalized
quantum formulae and the standard Neiporuk bound holds for generalized quantum
Las Vegas formulae (Theorem 6.10).
The organization of the paper is as follows: in x2 we des ribe some preliminaries regarding the VC-dimension, lassi al ommuni ation omplexity, and Boolean
ir uits. In x3 we expose the basi lower bound approa h and apply the idea to
probabilisti formulae. In x4 we give more ba kground on quantum omputing and
information theory. In x5 we give the lower bounds for nondeterministi and quantum
one-way ommuni ation omplexity. In x6 we derive our results for nondeterministi
and quantum formulae and apply those bounds. In x7 we give some on lusions.
2. Preliminaries.
2.1. The VC-dimension. We start with a useful ombinatorial on ept [40℄,
the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension. This will be employed to derive lower bounds for
one-way ommuni ation omplexity and then to give generalizations of the Neiporuk
lower bound on formula size.
Definition 2.1. A set S is shattered by a set of Boolean fun tions F , if for all
R  S there is a fun tion f 2 F , so that for all x 2 S : f (x) = 1 () x 2 R.
The size of a largest set shattered by F is alled the VC-Dimension V C (F) of F .
The following fa t [40℄ will be useful.
Fa t 2.2. Let F be a set of Boolean fun tions f : X ! f0; 1g. Then
2V C (F )  jFj  (jX j + 1)V C (F ):
2.2. One-way ommuni ation omplexity. We now de ne the model of oneway ommuni ation omplexity, rst des ribed by Yao [41℄. See [28℄ for more details
on ommuni ation omplexity.
Definition 2.3. Let f : X  Y ! f0; 1g be a fun tion. Two players Ali e
and Bob with unrestri ted omputational power re eive inputs x 2 X; y 2 Y to the

fun tion.
Ali e sends a binary en oded message to Bob, who then omputes the fun tion
value. The omplexity of a proto ol is the worst ase length of the message sent (over
all inputs).
The deterministi one-way ommuni ation omplexity of f , denoted D(f ), is the
omplexity of an optimal deterministi proto ol omputing f .
In the ase Bob sends one message and Ali e announ es the result we use the
notation DB (f ).
The ommuni ation matrix of a fun tion f is the matrix M with M (x; y) = f (x; y)
for all inputs x; y.
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We will onsider di erent modes of a eptan e for ommuni ation proto ols. Let
us begin with nondeterminism.
Definition 2.4.

In a nondeterministi one-way proto ol for a Boolean fun tion

f : X  Y ! f0; 1g Ali e rst guesses nondeterministi ally a sequen e of s bits. Then

she sends a message to Bob, depending on the sequen e and her own input. Bob
omputes the fun tion value. Note that the guessed sequen e is only known to Ali e.
An input is a epted, if there is a guess, so that Bob a epts given the message and
his input. All other inputs are reje ted.
The omplexity of a nondeterministi one-way proto ol with s nondeterministi
bits is the length of the longest message used.
The nondeterministi ommuni ation omplexity N (f ) is the omplexity of an
optimal one-way proto ol for f using arbitrarily many nondeterministi bits.
Ns (f ) denotes the omplexity of an optimal nondeterministi proto ol for f , whi h
uses at most s private nondeterministi bits for every input.

Note that if we do not restri t the number of nondeterministi bits, then nondeterministi proto ols with more than one round of ommuni ation an be simulated:
Ali e guesses a dialogue, sends it if it is onsistent with her input, Bob he ks the
same with his input and a epts if a eptan e is implied by the dialogue.
While nondeterministi ommuni ation is a theoreti ally motivated model, probabilisti ommuni ation is the most powerful realisti model of ommuni ation besides
quantum me hani al models.

Definition 2.5. In a probabilisti proto ol with private random oins Ali e and
Bob ea h possess a sour e of independent random bits with uniform distribution. The
players are allowed to a ess that sour e and ommuni ate depending on their inputs
and the random bits they read. We distinguish the following modes of a eptan e:
1. In a Las Vegas proto ol the players are not allowed to err. They may, however, give up without an output with some probability . The omplexity of a one-way
proto ol is the worst ase length of a message used by the proto ol, the Las Vegas omplexity of a fun tion f is the omplexity of an optimal Las Vegas proto ol omputing
f , and is denoted R0;(f ).
2. In a probabilisti proto ol with bounded error  the output has to be orre t
with probability at least 1 . The omplexity of a proto ol is the worst ase length of
the message sent (over all inputs and the random guesses), the omplexity of a fun tion
is the omplexity of an optimal proto ol omputing that fun tion and is denoted R (f ).
For  = 1=3 the notation is abbreviated to R(f ).
3. A bounded error proto ol is a Monte Carlo proto ol, if inputs with f (xA ; xB ) =
0 are reje ted with ertainty.
We also onsider probabilisti ommuni ation with publi randomness. Here the
players have a ess to a shared sour e of random bits without ommuni ating. Complexity in this model is denoted Rpub , with a eptan e de ned as above.

The di eren e between probabilisti ommuni ation omplexity with publi and
with private random bits is a tually only an additive O(log n) as shown in [34℄ by an
argument based on the nonuniformity of the model.
The following ommuni ation problems are frequently onsidered in the literature
about ommuni ation omplexity.
Definition 2.6.

Disjointness problem

DISJn (x1 : : :xn ; y1 : : :yn ) = 1 () 8i : :xi _ :yi . The fun tion a epts, if the two

sets des ribed by the inputs are disjoint.
Index fun tion
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IX2n (x1 : : :x2n ; y1 : : :yn ) = 1 () xy = 1.

The deterministi one-way ommuni ation omplexity of a fun tion an be hara terized as follows. Let row(f ) be the number of di erent rows in the ommuni ation
matrix of f .
Fa t 2.7. D(f ) = dlog row(f )e.
It is relatively easy to estimate the deterministi one-way ommuni ation omplexity using this fa t. As an example onsider the index fun tion, note that obviously
DB (IXn ) = log n. It is easy to see with Fa t 2.7 that D(IXn ) = n, sin e there are
2n di erent rows in the ommuni ation matrix of IXn . In [27℄ it is shown that also
Rpub (IXn ) = (n).
A general lower bound method for probabilisti one-way ommuni ation omplexity is shown in [27℄.
We onsider the VC-dimension for fun tions as follows.
Definition 2.8. For a fun tion f : X  Y ! f0; 1g let F = fgj9x 2 X : 8y 2
Y : g(y) = f (x; y)g. Then de ne V C (f ) = V C (F).
Fa t 2.9. Rpub (f ) = (V C (f ))
In x5.2 we will generalize this result to quantum one-way proto ols.
With the above de nition dlog jFje = D(f ). Then V C (f )  D(f )  dlog(jY j +
1)  V C (f )e due to Fa t 2.2.
Las Vegas ommuni ation an be quadrati ally more eÆ ient than deterministi
ommuni ation in many-round proto ols for total fun tions [28℄. For one-way protools the situation is di erent [20℄.
Fa t 2.10.

For all total fun tions f :

Rpub
0;1=2(f )  D(f )=2.

We will also generalize this result to quantum ommuni ation in x5.2. In our
proofs for these generalizations we will employ quantum information theoreti methods as opposed to the proofs in the lassi al ase, whi h were relying on ombinatorial
te hniques.
2.3. Cir uits and formulae. We now de ne the models of Boolean ir uits and
formulae. Note that we do not onsider questions of uniformity of families of su h
ir uits. For the de nition of a Boolean ir uit we refer to [7℄. We onsider ir uits
with fan-in 2. While it is well known that almost all f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g need ir uit
size (2n =n) (see e.g. [7℄), superlinear lower bounds for expli it fun tions are only
known for restri ted models of ir uits.
Definition 2.11. A (deterministi ) Boolean formula is a Boolean ir uit with
fan-in 2 and fan-out 1. The Boolean inputs may be read arbitrarily often, the gates
are arbitrary, onstants 0,1 may be read.
The size (or length) of a deterministi Boolean formula is the number of its nononstant leaves.

It is possible to show that for Boolean fun tions the logarithm of the formula size
is linearly related to the optimal ir uit depth (see [7℄).
Probabilisti formulae have been onsidered in [39, 6, 13℄ with the purpose of
onstru ting eÆ ient (deterministi ) monotone formulae for the majority fun tion in
a probabilisti manner.
The ordinary model of a probabilisti formula is a probability distribution on
deterministi formulae. Sin e formulae are also an interesting datastru ture we are
interested in a more ompa t model. \Fair" probabilisti formulae are formulae that
read input variables plus additional random variables. The other model will be alled
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\strong" probabilisti formulae.

Definition 2.12. A fair probabilisti formula is a Boolean formula, whi h works
on input variables and additional random variables r1; : : :; rm , a strong probabilisti formula is a probability distribution F on deterministi Boolean formulae. Fair
resp. strong probabilisti formulae F ompute a Boolean fun tion f with bounded error, if

Pr[F (x) 6= f (x)℄  1=3:
Fair resp. strong probabilisti formulae F are Monte Carlo formulae for f (i.e.,
have one-sided error), if

Pr[F (x) = 0jf (x) = 1℄  1=2 and Pr[F (x) = 1jf (x) = 0℄ = 0:
A Las Vegas formula onsists of 2 Boolean formula. One formula omputes the
output, the other (verifying) formula indi ates whether the omputation of the rst an
be trusted or not. Both work on the same inputs. There are four di erent outputs, of
whi h two are interpreted as \?" (the verifying formula reje ts), and the other as 0
resp. 1. A Las Vegas formula F omputes f , if the outputs 0 and 1 are always orre t,
and

Pr[F (x) =?℄  1=2:
The size of a fair probabilisti formula is the number of its non onstant leaves,
the size of a strong probabilisti formula is the expe ted size of a deterministi formula
a ording to F .

It is easy to see that one an de rease the error probability to arbitrarily small
onstants, while in reasing the size by a onstant fa tor, therefore we will sometimes
allow di erent error probabilities.
A strong probabilisti formula F an be transformed into a deterministi formula.
For Monte Carlo formulae this in reases the size by a fa tor of O(n): hoose O(n)
formulae randomly a ording to F and onne t them by an OR gate. An appli ation of
the Chernov inequality proves that the error probability is so small that no errors are
possible anymore. Strong formulae with bounded (two-sided) error are derandomized
by pi king O(n) formulae and onne ting them by an approximative majority fun tion.
That fun tion outputs 1 on n Boolean variables if at least 2n=3 have the value 1, and
outputs 0, if at most n=3 variables have the value 1. An approximative majority
fun tion an be omputed by a deterministi formula of size O(n2), see [39, 6℄. Thus
the size in reases by a fa tor of O(n2 ).
Let us remark that strong probabilisti formulae may have sublinear length, this
is impossible for fair probabilisti formulae depending on all inputs. An approximative
majority fun tion may be omputed by a strong probabilisti formula through pi king
a random input and outputting its value.
We will later also onsider nondeterministi formulae.
Definition 2.13. A nondeterministi formula with s nondeterministi bits is a
formula with additional input variables a1 ; : : :; as. The formula a epts an input x, if
there is a setting of the variables a, so that (a; x) is a epted.
3. The general lower bound method and probabilisti formulae. There

are some well known results giving lower bounds for the length of Boolean formulae.
The method of Neiporuk [33, 7℄ remains the one giving the largest lower bounds
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among those methods working for formulae in whi h all fan-in 2 fun tions are allowed
as gates. For other methods see [7℄ and [3℄; a hara terization for formula size with
gates AND, OR, NOT using the ommuni ation omplexity of a ertain game is also
known (see [28℄). For su h formulae the largest known lower bound is a near- ubi
bound due to Hastad [16℄.
Let us rst give the standard de nition of the Neiporuk bound.
Let f be a fun tion on the n variables in X = fx1; : : :; xng. For a subset S  X
let a subfun tion on S be a fun tion indu ed by f by xing the variables in X S .
The set of all subfun tions on S is alled the set of S -subfun tions of f .
Fa t 3.1 (Neiporuk). Let f be a Boolean fun tion on n variables. Let S1 ; : : :; Sk
be a partition of the variables and si the number of Si -subfun tions on f . Then every
deterministi Boolean formulae for f has size at least

(1=4)

k
X

=1

i

log si :

It is easy to see that the Neiporuk fun tion (1=4) Pki=1 log si is never larger than
n2 = log n.

Definition 3.2. The fun tion "indire t storage a ess" ISA is de ned as follows:
there are three blo ks of inputs U; X; Y with jU j = log n loglog n, jX j = jY j = n.
U addresses a blo k of length log n in X , whi h addresses a bit in Y . This bit is the
output, thus ISA(U; X; Y ) = YXU .

The following is proved e.g. in [7℄,[43℄.

Every deterministi formula for ISA has size (n2= log n).
There is a deterministi formula for ISA with size O(n2= log n).

Fa t 3.3.

We are now going to generalize the Neiporuk method to probabilisti formulae,
and later to nondeterministi and quantum formulae. We will use a simple onne tion
to one-way ommuni ation omplexity and use the guidan e obtained by this onne tion to give lower bounds from lower bounds in ommuni ation omplexity. In the
ase of probabilisti formulae we will employ the VC-dimension to give lower bounds.
Informally speaking we will repla e the log of the size of the set of subfun tions by
the VC-dimension of that set and get a lower bound for probabilisti formulae.
Our lower bounds are valid in the model of strong probabilisti formulae. Corollary 3.7 shows that even strong probabilisti formulae with two-sided error do not
help to de rease the size of formulae for ISA. All upper bounds will be given for fair
formulae.
We are going to show that the (standard) Neiporuk is at most a fa tor of O(pn)
larger than the probabilisti formula size for total fun tions. Thus the maximal gap
we an show using the urrently best general lower bound method is limited.
On the other hand we des ribe a Boolean fun tion, for whi h fair probabilisti
formulae with one-sided error are a fa tor (pn) smaller than Las Vegas formulae, as
well as a similar gap between one-sided error formulae and two-sided error formulae.
The lower bound on Las Vegas formulae uses the new observation that the standard
Neiporuk bound asymptoti ally also works for Las Vegas formulae.
3.1. Lower bounds for probabilisti formulae. We now derive a Neiporuk
type bound with one-way ommuni ation.
Definition 3.4. Let f be a Boolean fun tion on n inputs and let y1 : : :yk be a
partition of the input variables.
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We onsider k ommuni ation problems for i = 1; : : :; k. Player Bob re eives
all inputs in yi , player Ali e re eives all other inputs. The deterministi one-way
ommuni ation omplexity of f under this partition of inputs is alled D(fi ). The
publi oin bounded error one-way ommuni ation omplexity of f under this partition
of inputs is alled Rpub(fi ).
P
The probabilisti NeiporukPfun tion is (1=4) i Rpub(fi ).

It is easy to see that (1=4) i D(fi ) oin ides with the standard Neiporuk fun tion and is therefore a lower bound for deterministi formula size due to Fa t 3.1.

Theorem 3.5. The probabilisti Neiporuk fun tion is a lower bound for the size
of strong probabilisti formulae with bounded error.
Proof. We will show for every partition y1 ; : : :; yk of the inputs, how a strong

probabilisti formula F an be simulated in the k ommuni ation games. Let Fi be
the distribution over deterministi formulae on variables in yi indu ed by pi king a
deterministi formula as in F and restri ting to the subformula with all leaves labeled
by variables in yi and ontaining all paths from these to the root. We want to simulate
the formula in game i so that the probabilisti one-way ommuni ation is bounded
by the expe ted number of leaves in Fi.
We are given a probabilisti formula F . The players now pi k a deterministi
formula F 0 indu ed by F with their publi random bits, Player Ali e knows all the
inputs ex ept those in yi . This also xes a subformula Fi0 drawn from Fi. A tually the players have only a ess to an arbitrarily large publi random string, so the
distributions Fi may only be approximated within arbitrary pre ision. This alters su ess probabilities by arbitrary small values. We disregard these marginal probability
hanges.
Let Vi ontain the verti es in Fi0, whi h have 2 prede essors in Fi0, and let Pi
ontain all paths, whi h start in Vi or at a leaf, and whi h end in Vi or at the root,
but ontain no further verti es from Vi . It suÆ es, if Ali e sends 2 bits for ea h su h
path, whi h shows, whether the last gate of the path omputes 0; 1; g, or :g, for the
fun tion g omputed by the rst gate of the path. Then Bob an evaluate the formula
alone.
There are at most 2jVij + 1 paths as des ribed, sin e the fan-in of the formula is
2. Thus the overall ommuni ation is 4jVij + 2. The set of leaves Li with variables
from yi has jVi j + 1 elements, and thus
Rpub(fi )  4jVij + 2 < 4jLij
and 1=4 Pi Rpub(fi ) is a lower bound for the length E [Pi jLi j℄ = Pi E [jLij℄ of the
probabilisti formula.
P Let V C (fi ) denote the VC-dimension of the ommuni ation problem fi . We all
i V C (fi ) the VC-Neiporuk fun tion.

Corollary 3.6. The VC-Neiporuk fun tion is an asymptoti al lower bound for
the length of strong probabilisti formulae with bounded error.
The standard Neiporuk fun tion is an asymptoti al lower bound for the length of
strong Las Vegas formulae for total fun tions.
Proof. Using Fa t 2.9 the VC-dimension is an asymptoti al lower bound for the

probabilisti publi oin bounded error one-way ommuni ation omplexity.
As in the proof of Theorem 3.5 we may simulate a Las Vegas formula by Las
Vegas publi oin one-way proto ols. Using Fa t 2.10 publi oin Las Vegas one-way
proto ols for total fun tions an only be a onstant fa tor more eÆ ient than optimal
deterministi one-way proto ols.
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A ording to Fa t 3.3 the deterministi formula length of the indire t storage
a ess fun tion (ISA) from de nition 3.2 is (n2 = log n). We now employ our method
to show a lower bound of the same order for strong bounded error probabilisti formulae. Thus ISA is an expli it fun tion for whi h strong probabilism does not allow
to de rease formula size signi antly.
Corollary 3.7. Every strong probabilisti formula for the ISA fun tion (with
bounded error) has length (n2 = log n).
Proof. ISA has inputs Y; X; U and omputes YXU . First we de ne a partition.

We partition the inputs in X into n= log n blo ks ontaining log n bits ea h, all other
inputs are in one additional blo k. In a ommuni ation game Ali e re eives thus all
inputs but those in one blo k of X . Let S denote the set of possible values of the
variables in that blo k. This set is shattered: Let R  S and R = fr1; : : :; rm g. Then
set the pointer U to the blo k of inputs belonging to Bob, and set Yi = 1 () i 2 R.
Thus the VC-dimension of fi is at least jS j = n. Sin e there are n= log n ommuni ation games, the result follows.
The next result would be trivial for deterministi or for fair probabilisti formulae,
but strong probabilisti formulae an ompute fun tions depending on all inputs in
sublinear size. Consider e.g. the approximate majority fun tion. This partial fun tion
an be omputed by a strong probabilisti formulae of length 1 by pi king a random
input variable. For total fun tions on the other hand we have:
Corollary 3.8. Every strong probabilisti formula, whi h omputes a total fun tion depending on n variables has length (n).
Proof. We partition the inputs into n blo ks ontaining one variable ea h. In a

ommuni ation game Ali e re eives thus n 1 variables, and Bob re eives 1 variable.
Sin e the fun tion depends on both Ali e's and Bob's inputs, the deterministi ommuni ation omplexity is at least 1. If the probabilisti one-way ommuni ation were
0, the error would be 1/2, thus the proto ol would not ompute orre tly.
Fa t 2.2 shows that for a fun tion f : X  Y ! f0; 1g it is true that D(f ) 
dV C (f )  log(jY j + 1)e. This leads to
Theorem 3.9. For all total fun tions f : f0; 1gn ! f0; 1g having a strong
probabilisti formula of length s, and for all partitions of the inputs of f :
P

p
D(fi )
=
O( n):
s

Proof. Obviously D(fi )  n forpall i. Sin e a partition of the inputs an
pn ontain
more
than
n
variables,
these
ontribute
at
most
n
the
at most pn blo ks with
P
pn  V C (f )e. toThus
Neiporuk
fun
tion
D
(
f
).
All
smaller
blo
ks
satisfy
D
(
f
)

d
i
i
i
overall P D(fi )  O(pn(n + P V C (fi ))) = O(pns), with orollary 3.8 and Theorem
3.5.
If a total fun tion has an eÆ ient (say linear length) probabilisti formula, then
the Neiporuk method does not give near-quadrati lower bounds.
3.2. A fun tion, for whi h Monte Carlo probabilism helps. We now des ribe a fun tion, for whi h Monte Carlo probabilism helps as mu h as we an possibly
show under the onstraint that the lower bound for deterministi formulae is given
using the Neiporuk method. We nd su h a omplexity gap even between strong Las
Vegas formulae and fair Monte Carlo formulae.
Definition 3.10. The matrix produ t fun tion MP re eives two n  n-matri es

T (1) ; T (2) over ZZ2 as input and a epts if and only if their produ t is not the all zero
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matrix.

Theorem 3.11. The MP fun tion an be omputed by a fair Monte Carlo formula of length O(n2).
Proof. We use a ngerprinting te hnique similar to the one used in matrix produ t

veri ation [31℄, but adapted to be omputable by a formula. First we onstru t a
ve tor as a ngerprint for ea h matrix using some random input variables. Then
we multiply the ngerprints and obtain a bit. This bit is always zero, if the matrix
produ t is zero, otherwise it is 1 with probability 1/4. Thus we obtain a Monte Carlo
formula.
Let r(1) ; r(2) be random strings of n bits ea h. The ngerprints are de ned as
F (1)[k℄ =

n
M

=1

i

r(1) [i℄T (1)[i; k℄ and F (2)[k℄ =

n
M
j

=1

T (2) [k; j ℄r(2)[j ℄:

Then let
b=

n
M
k

=1

F (1)[k℄ ^ F (2)[k℄:

Obviously b an be omputed by a formula of linear length.
Assume T (1)T (2) = 0. Then b = r(1)T (1) T (2)r(2) = 0 for all
r(1) and r(2).
L
(1)
(2)
If on the other hand T T 6= 0, then i; j exist su h that k T (1)[i; k℄T (2)[k; j ℄ =
1. Fix all random bits ex ept r(1) [i℄ and r(2)[j ℄ arbitrarily. Note that
n
M

n

!

M
r(1)[i℄r(2)[j ℄  T (1) [i; k℄T (2)[k; j ℄ :
b=
i;j =1
k =1

Regardless how the values of sums for other i; j look, one of the values of r(1) [i℄ and
r(2)[j ℄ yields the result b = 1, this happens with probability 1=4.
Theorem 3.12. For the MP fun tion a lower bound of (n3 ) holds for the length

of strong Las Vegas formulae.
Proof. We use the Neiporuk method.

First the partition of the inputs has to be
de ned. There are n blo ks bj with the bits T (2) (i; j ) for i = 1; : : :; n plus one blo k
for the remaining inputs. Then Ali e re eives all inputs ex ept n bits in olumn j
of the se ond matrix, i.e., T (2)(; j ), whi h go to Bob. We show that MP has now
one-way ommuni ation omplexity (n2 ). The Neiporuk method then gives us a
lower bound of (n3) for the length of deterministi and strong Las Vegas formulae.
W.l.o.g. assume Bob has the bits T (2)(i; 1).
We onstru t a set of assignments to the input variables of Ali e. Let U be a
subspa e of ZZn2 and TU be a matrix with TU x = 0 () x 2 U . For every U2
we hoose TU as T (1) and T (2) (i; j ) = 0 for all i and for j  2. If there are 2 (n )
pairwise di erent subspa es, then we get that many di erent inputs. But these inputs
orrespond to di erent rows in the ommuni ation matrix, sin e all T (1) have di erent
kernels. Thus with orollary 3.6
the Las Vegas one-way ommuni ation is (n2 ).
2
To see that there are 2 (n ) pairwise di erent subspa es of ZZn2 we n ount
the sub
spa es with dimension at most n=2. There are 2n ve tors. There are n=2 2 possibilities
to hoose a set of n=2 pairwise di erent ve tors. Ea h su h set generates a subspa
e
n=2 
2
of dimension at most n=2. Ea h su h subspa e is generated by at most n=2 sets
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of n=2 pairwise di erent ve tors from the subspa e. Hen e this number is an upper
bound on the number of times a subspa e is ounted and there are at least
2n 
2
2n=2 
n=2
n=

2

(n2 )

pairwise di erent subspa es of ZZn2 .

Corollary 3.13. There is a fun tion, that an be omputed by a fair Monte
Carlo formula of length O(N ), while every strong Las Vegas formula needs length
(N 3=2 ) for this task, i.e., there is a size gap of (N 1=2) between Las Vegas and
Monte Carlo formulae.
There is also a size gap of (N 1=2) between Monte Carlo formulae and bounded
error probabilisti formulae.
Proof. The rst statement is proved in the previous theorems. For the se ond

statement we onsider the following fun tion with 4 matri es as input. The fun tion
is the parity of the MP fun tion on the rst two matri es and the omplement of
MP on the other two matri es.
A fair probabilisti formula an ompute the fun tion obviously with length O(n2 )
following the onstru tion in Theorem 3.11. Assume we have a Monte Carlo formula,
then x the rst two input matri es on e in a way so that their produ t is the 0
matrix, and then so that their produ t is something else. In this way one gets Monte
Carlo formulae for both MP and its omplement. Then one an use both formulae
on the same input and ombine their results to get a Las Vegas formula, whi h leads
to the desired lower bound with Theorem 3.12.
For the onstru tion of a Las Vegas formula let F be the Monte Carlo formula for
MP and G be the Monte Carlo formula for :MP . Then F and :G are formulae for
MP , so that F never erroneously a epts and is orre t with probability 1/2, and :G
never erroneously reje ts and is orre t with probability 1/2. Assuming the fun tion
value is 0, then F reje ts. With probability 1/2 also :G reje ts, otherwise we may
give up. Assuming the fun tion value is 1, then :G a epts. With probability 1/2 also
F a epts, otherwise we may give up. The other way round, if both formulae a ept
or both reje t we an safely use this result, and this result omes up with probability
1/2, the only other possible result is that F reje ts and :G a epts, in this ase we
have to give up.
The formula des ribed in the proof of Theorem 3.11 has the interesting property
that ea h input is read exa tly on e, while the random inputs are read often. MP
annot be omputed by a deterministi formula reading the inputs only on e, sin e
this ontradi ts the size bound of Theorem 3.12. Later we will show that MP annot
be omputed substantially more eÆ ient by a fair probabilisti formula reading its
random inputs only on e than by deterministi formulae. This follows from a lower
bound for the size of su h formulae given by the Neiporuk fun tion divided by log n
( orollary 6.7). For MP read-on e random inputs are pra ti ally useless.
4. Ba kground on quantum omputing and information. In this se tion
we de ne more te hni al notions and des ribe results we will need. We start with
information theory, then de ne the model of quantum formulae and give results from
quantum information theory. We also dis uss programmable quantum gates. These
results are used in the following se tion to give lower bounds for one-way ommuni ation omplexity. Then we pro eed to apply these to derive more formula size
bounds.
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4.1. Information theory.

tion theory, see e.g. [11℄.

We now de ne a few notions from lassi al informa-

Let X be a random
variable with values S = fx1; : : :; xng.
P
The entropy of X is H (X ) =
x2S Pr(X = x) logPr(X = x).
The entropy
P of X given an event E is
H (X jE ) =
x2S Pr(X = xjE ) logPr(X = xjE ).
The onditional
entropy of X given a random variable Y is
P
H (X jY ) = y Pr(Y = y)H (X jY = y), where the sum is over the values of Y . Note
that H (X jY ) = H (XY ) H (Y ).
The information between X and Y is H (X : Y ) = H (X ) H (X jY ).
The onditional information between X and Y , given Z , is
H (X : Y jZ ) = H (XZ ) + H (Y Z ) H (Z ) H (XY Z ).
For 2 [0; 1℄ we de ne H ( ) =
log (1 ) log(1 ).
All of the above de nitions use the onvention 0 log0 = 0.
Definition 4.1.

The following result is a simpli ed version of Fano's inequality, see [11℄.
Fa t 4.2. If X; Y are Boolean random variables with Pr(X 6= Y )  , then
H (X : Y )  H (X ) H ().
Proof. Let Z = 1 () X = Y and Z = 0 () X 6= Y . Then H (X jY ) =
H (XY ) H (Y ) = H (ZY ) H (Y )  H (Z )  H ().
The next lemma is similar in the sense of a "Las Vegas variant".

Lemma 4.3. Let X be a random variable with a nite range of values S and let
Y be a random variable with range S [ fx?g, so that Pr(Y = xjX = x)  1  for all
x 2 S , Pr(Y = xjX 6= x) = 0 for all x 6= x? and Pr(Y = x?jX = x)   for all x 2 S .
Then H (X : Y )  (1 )H (X ).
Proof. H (X : Y ) = H (X ) H (X jY ). Let Æ = Pr(Y = x? )   and x = Pr(Y =
x?jX = x)   and px = Pr(X = x).

H (X jY ) (1 Æ )H (X jY 6= x?) + ÆH (X jY = x? )
= ÆH (X
X jY = x? )
= Æ Pr(X = xjY = x?) log(Pr(X = xjY = x?))
x

= Æ

X

 

X

x

x

(xpx =Æ ) log(x px=Æ )
px log px + Æ

 H (X ) + Æ log
 H (X ):

X
x

X
x

(x px =Æ ) log(Æ=x )

px with Jensen's inequality

4.2. Quantum omputation. We refer to [36℄ for a thorough introdu tion into
the eld. Let us brie y mention that pure quantum states are unit ve tors in a
Hilbert spa pe written j i, inner produ ts are denoted h ji, and the standard norm
is k j i k = h j i. Outer produ ts j ihj are matrix valued.
In the spa e C4 we will not only onsider the standard basis fj00i; j01i; j10i; j11ig,
but also the Bell basis onsisting of
j+ i = p1 (j00i + j11i); j i = p1 (j00i j11i);
2
2
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j + i = p1 (j01i + j10i); j i = p1 (j01i j10i):
2
2
The dynami s of a dis rete time quantum system is des ribed by unitary operations. A very useful operation is the Hadamard transform.
1  1 1 :
H2 = p
2 1 1
Then Hn = H
{z  H2}, is the n-wise tensor produ t of H2.
| 2
n

The XOR operation is de ned by XOR : jx; yi ! jx; x  yi on Boolean values
x; y.
Furthermore measurements are fundamental operations. Measuring as well as
tra ing out subsystems leads to probabilisti mixtures of pure states.
Definition 4.4. An ensemble of pure states is a set f(pi ; jii)j1  i  kg. Here
the pi are the probabilities of the pure states ji i. Su h an ensemble is alled a mixed

state.
The density matrix of a pure state ji is the matrix jihj, the density matrix of
a mixed state f(pi ; jii)j1  i  kg is
k
X

=1

i

pi jiihi j:

A density matrix is always Hermitian, positive semide nite, and has tra e 1.
Thus a density matrix has nonnegative eigenvalues that sum to 1. The results of all
measurements of a mixed state are determined by the density matrix.
A pure state in a Hilbert spa e H = HA HB annot in general be expressed as
a tensor produ t of pure states in the subsystems.
Definition 4.5. A mixed state f(pi ; jii)j1  i  kg in a Hilbert spa e H1 H2 is
alled separable, if it has the same density matrix as a mixed statePf(qi; j i1i j i2 i)ji =
1; : : :; k0g for pure states j i1i from H1 and j i2 i from H2 with i qi = 1 and qi  0.
Otherwise the state is alled entangled.
Consider e.g. the state j+ i = p12 (j00i+ j11i) in C2

C2 . The state is entangled
and is usually alled an EPR-pair. This name refers to Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen,
who rst onsidered su h states [14℄.
Linear transformation on density matri es are alled superoperators. Not all
superoperators are physi ally allowed.
Definition 4.6. A superoperator T is positive, if it sends positive semide nite
Hermitian matri es to positive semide nite Hermitian matri es. A superoperator is
tra e preserving, if it maps matri es with tra e 1 to matri es with tra e 1.
A superoperator T is ompletely positive, if every superoperator T IF is positive,
where IF is the identity superoperator on a nite dimensional extensional F of the
underlying Hilbert spa e.
A superoperator is physi ally allowed, i it is ompletely positive and tra e preserving.

The following theorem ( alled Kraus representation theorem) hara terizes physially allowed superoperators in terms of unitary operation, adding qubits, and tra ing
out [36℄.
Fa t 4.7.

The following statements are equivalent:
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1. A superoperator T sending density matri es over a Hilbert spa e H1 to density
matri es over a Hilbert spa e H2 is physi ally allowed.
2. There is a Hilbert spa e H3 with dim(H3)  dim(H1) and a unitary map U ,
so that for all density matri es  over H1:
[U ( j0H3 H2 ih0H3 H2 j)U y℄:
4.3. Quantum information theory. In this se tion we des ribe notions and
results from quantum information theory.
Definition 4.8. The von Neumann entropy of a density matrix X is S (X ) =
S (X ) = tra e(X log X ).
The onditional von Neumann entropy S (X jY ) of a bipartite system with density
matrix XY is de ned as S (XY ) S (Y ), where the state Y of the Y system is the
T  = tra eH1

H3

result of a partial tra e over X .
The von Neumann information between two parts of a bipartite system in a state
XY is S (X : Y ) = S (X ) + S (Y ) S (XY ) (X and Y are the results of partial
tra es).
The onditional von Neumann information of a system in state XY Z is S (X :
Y jZ ) = S (XZ ) + S (Y Z ) S (Z ) S (XY Z ).
Let E = f(pi; i )ji = 1; : : :; kg be an P
ensemble ofPdensity matri es. The Holevo
information of the ensemble is (E) = S ( i pii )
i pi S (i ).

The von Neumann entropy of a density matrix depends on the eigenvalues only,
so it is invariant under unitary transformations. If the underlying Hilbert spa e has
dimension d, then the von Neumann entropy of a density matrix is bounded by log d.
A fundamental result is the so- alled Holevo bound [17℄, whi h states an upper bound
on the amount of lassi al information in a quantum state.
Fa t 4.9. Let X be a lassi al random variable with Pr(X = x) = px. Assume for
ea h x a quantum state with density matrixPx is prepared, i.e., there is an ensemble
Let XZ = kx=0 pxjxihxj x . Let Y be a lassi al
random variable whi h indi
ates the result of a measurement on the quantum state
P
with density matrix Z = x px x . Then

E = f(px; x )jx = 0; : : :; kg.

H (X : Y )  (E) = S (X : Z ):

We will also need the following lemma.
Lemma 4.10. Let E = f(px ; x)jx = 0; : : :; kg be an ensemble of density matri es
P
and let  = x pxx be the density matrix of the mixed state of the ensemble. Assume

there is an observable with possible measurement results x and ?, so that for all x
measuring the observable on x yields x with probability at least 1 , the result
? with probability at most , and a result x0 6= x with probability 0, then

S () 

X
x

px S (x ) + (1 )H (X ); i.e., (E)  (1 )H (X ):

Proof. States x of a lassi al random variable X are oded as quantum states x ,
where x and x have probability px . The density matrix of the overall mixed state is
 and has von Neumann entropy S ().  orresponds to the \ ode" of a random x.
A ording to Holevo's theorem (Fa t 4.9) the information on P
X one an a ess
by measuring  with result Y is bounded by H (X : Y )  S ()
x px S (x ). But
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there is su h a measurement as assumed in the lemma, and with lemma 4.3 H (X :
Y )  (1 )H (X ). Thus the lemma follows.
Not all the relations that are valid in lassi al information theory hold in quantum
information theory. The following fa t states a notable ex eption, the so- alled ArakiLieb inequality and one of its onsequen es, see [36℄.
Fa t 4.11. S (XY )  jS (X ) S (Y )j.
S (X : Y jZ )  2S (X ).
The reason for this behaviour is entanglement.
Lemma 4.12. If XY is separable, then S (XY )  S (X ) and S (X : Y )  S (X ).
4.4. The quantum ommuni ation model. Now we de ne quantum one-way
proto ols.
Definition 4.13. In a two player quantum one-way proto ol players Ali e and
Bob ea h possess a private set of qubits. Some of the qubits are initialized to the
Boolean inputs of the players, all other qubits are in some xed basis state j0i.
Ali e then performs some quantum operation on her qubits and sends a set of
these qubits to Bob. The latter a tion hanges the possession of qubits rather than the
global state. We an assume that Ali e sends the same number of qubits for all inputs.
After Bob has re eived the qubits he an perform any quantum operation on the qubits
in his possession and afterwards he announ es the result of the omputation. The
omplexity of a proto ol is the number of qubits sent.
In an exa t quantum proto ol the result has to be orre t with ertainty. QE (f ),
is the minimal omplexity of an exa t quantum proto ol for a fun tion f .
In a bounded error proto ol the output has to be orre t with probability 1  (for
1=2 >  > 0). The bounded error quantum one-way ommuni ation omplexity of a
fun tion f is Q (f ) resp. Q(f ) = Q1=3(f ), the minimal omplexity of a bounded error
quantum one-way proto ol for f .
Quantum Las Vegas proto ols are de ned regarding a eptan e as their probabilisti ounterparts, the notation is Q0;(f ).
[10℄ onsiders a di erent model of quantum ommuni ation: Before the start of
the proto ol Ali e and Bob own a set of qubits whose state may be entangled, but must
be independent of the inputs. Then as above a quantum ommuni ation proto ol is
used. We use supers ripts pub to denote the omplexity in this model.

It is possible to simulate the model with entangled qubits by allowing rst an
arbitrary nite ommuni ation independent of the inputs, followed by an ordinary
proto ol.
By measuring distributed EPR-pairs it is possible to simulate lassi al publi
randomness. The te hnique of superdense oding of [5℄ allows in the model with prior
entanglement to send n bits of lassi al information with dn=2e qubits.
4.5. Quantum ir uits and formulae. Besides quantum Turing ma hines
quantum ir uits [12℄ are a universal model of quantum omputation, see [42℄, and
are generally easier to handle in des riptions of quantum algorithms. A more general
model of quantum ir uits, in whi h superoperator gates work on density matri es is
des ribed in [1℄. We begin with the basi model.

Definition 4.14. A unitary quantum gate with k inputs and k outputs is spe i ed
k
k
by a unitary operator U : C2 ! C2 .
A quantum ir uit onsists of unitary quantum gates with O(1) inputs and outputs
ea h, plus a set of inputs to the ir uits, whi h are onne ted to an a y li dire ted
graph, in whi h the inputs are sour es. Sour es are labeled by Boolean onstants or
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by input variables. Edges orrespond to qubits, the ir uit uses as many qubits as it
has sour es. One designated qubit is the output qubit. A quantum ir uit omputes a
unitary transformation on the sour e qubits in the obvious way. In the end the output
qubit is measured in the standard basis.
The size of a quantum ir uit is the number of its gates, the depth is the length
of the longest path from an input to the output.
A quantum ir uit omputes a fun tion with bounded error, if it gives the right
output with probability at least 2/3 for all inputs.
A quantum ir uit omputes a Boolean fun tion with Monte Carlo error, if it has
bounded error and furthermore never erroneously a epts.
A pair of quantum ir uits omputes a Boolean fun tion f in the Las Vegas sense,
if the rst is a Monte Carlo ir uit for f , and the se ond is a Monte Carlo ir uit for
:f .
A quantum ir uit omputes a fun tion exa tly, if it makes no error.

The de nition of Las Vegas ir uits is motivated by the fa t that we an easily
verify the omputation of a pair of Monte Carlo ir uits for f and :f as in the lassi al
ase, see the proof of orollary 3.13.
We are interested in restri ted types of ir uits, namely quantum formulae [42℄.

Definition 4.15. A quantum formula is a quantum ir uit with the following
additional property: for ea h sour e there is at most one path onne ting it to the
output. The length or size of a quantum formula is the number of its sour es.

Apart from the Boolean input variables a quantum formula is allowed to read
Boolean onstants only. There is only one nal measurement. We all the model from
[42℄ also pure quantum formulae.
In [1℄ a more general model of quantum ir uits is studied, in whi h superoperators
work on density matri es.
Definition 4.16. A superoperator gate g of order (k; l) is a tra e-preserving,

ompletely positive map from the density matri es on k qubits to the density matri es
on l qubits.
A quantum superoperator ir uit is a dire ted a y li graph with inner verti es
marked by superoperator gates with tting fan-in and fan-out. The sour es are marked
with input variables or Boolean onstants. One gate is designated as the output.
A fun tion is omputed as follows. In the beginning the sour es are ea h assigned
a density matrix orresponding to the Boolean values determined by the input or by a
onstant. The Boolean value 0 orresponds to j0ih0j, 1 to j1ih1j. The overall state of
the qubits involved is the tensor produ t of these density matri es.
Then the gates are applied in an arbitrary topologi al order. Applying a gate
means applying the superoperator omposed of the gates' superoperator on the hosen
qubits for the gate and the identity superoperator on the remaining qubits.
In the end the state of the output qubit is supposed to be a lassi al probability
distribution on j0i and j1i.

The following fa t from [1℄ allows to apply gates in an arbitrary topologi al ordering.

Fa t 4.17. Let C be a quantum superoperator ir uit, C1 and C2 be two sets of
gates working on di erent sets of qubits. Then for all density matri es  on the qubits
in the ir uit the result of C1 applied to the result of C2 on  is the same as the result
of C2 applied to the result of C1 on .
Let two arbitrary topologi al orderings of the gates in a quantum superoperator
ir uit be given. The result of applying the gates in one ordering is the same as the
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result of applying the gates in the other ordering for any input density matrix.

One more aspe t is interesting in the de nition of quantum formulae: we want to
allow quantum formulae to a ess multiple read random inputs, just as fair probabilisti formulae. This makes it possible to simulate the latter model. Instead of random
variables we allow the quantum formulae to read an arbitrary nonentangled state. A
pure state on k qubits is alled nonentangled, if it is the tensor produ t of k states on
1 qubit ea h. A mixed state is nonentangled, if it an be expressed as a probabilisti
ensemble of nonentangled pure states. Note that a lassi al random variable read k
times an be modelled as j1k i with probability 1/2 and j0ki with probability 1/2.
We restri t our de nition to gates with fan-in 2, the set of quantum gates with
fan-in 2 is known to be universal [4℄.

Definition 4.18. A generalized quantum formula is a quantum superoperator
ir uit with fan-out 1/fan-in 2 gates together with a xed nonentangled mixed state.
The sour es of the ir uit are either labeled by input variables, or may a ess a qubit
of the state. Ea h qubit of this state may be a essed only by one gate.

As proved in [1℄ the Kraus representation theorem (Fa t 4.7) implies that quantum superoperator ir uits with onstant fan-in are asymptoti ally as eÆ ient as
quantum ir uits with onstant fan-in. The same holds for quantum formulae. The
essential di eren e between pure and generalized quantum formulae is the availability
of multiple read random bits.
4.6. Programmable quantum gates. For simulations of quantum me hani al
formulae by ommuni ation proto ols we will need a programmable quantum gate.
Su h a gate allows Ali e to ommuni ate a unitary operation as a program stored in
some qubits to Bob, who then applies this operation to some of his qubits.
Formally we have to look for a unitary operator G with
G(jdi jPU i) = U (jdi) jPU0 i:
Here jPU i is the " ode" of a unitary operator U , and jPU0 i the some leftover of the
ode.
The bad news is that su h a programmable gate does not exist, as proved in [35℄.
Note that in the lassi al ase su h gates are easy to onstru t.
Fa t 4.19. If N di erent unitary operators (pairwise di erent by more than
a global phase) an be implemented by a programmable quantum gate, then the gate
needs a program of length log N .

Sin e there are in nitely many unitary operators on just one qubit there is no
programmable qubit with nite program length implementing them all. The proof
uses that the gate works deterministi ally, and a tually a probabilisti solution to the
problem exists.
We now sket h a onstru tion of Nielsen and Chuang [35℄. For the sake of simpli ity we just des ribe the onstru tion for unitary operations on one qubit.
The program of a unitary operator U is
jPU i = p1 (j0iU j0i + j1iU j1i):
2
The gate re eives as input jdi jPU i. The gate then measures the rst and se ond
qubit in the basis fj+ i; j i; j + i; j ig. Then the third qubit is used as a result.
For a state jdi = aj0i + bj1i the input to the gate is
p j1iU j1i
[aj0i + bj1i℄ j0iU j0i+
2
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= 12 j+ i(aU j0i + bU j1i) + j i(aU j0i bU j1i)

+j + i(aU j1i + bU j0i) + j i(aU j1i bU j0i) :


Thus the measurement produ es the orre t state with probability 1/4 and moreover the result of the measurement indi ates whether the omputation was done orre tly. Also, given this measurement result we know exa tly whi h unitary "error"
operation has been applied before the desired operation. We now state Nielsen and
Chuang's result.

Fa t 4.20. There is a probabilisti programmable quantum gate with m input
qubits for the state plus 2m input qubits for the program, whi h implements every
unitary operation on m qubits, and su eeds with probability 1=22m. The result of a
measurement done by the gate indi ates whether the omputation was done orre tly,
and whi h unitary error operation has been performed.

5. One-way ommuni ation omplexity: the nondeterministi and the
quantum ase.
5.1. A lower bound for limited nondeterminism. In this se tion we investigate nondeterministi one-way ommuni ation with a limited number of nondeterministi bits. Analogous problems for many round ommuni ation omplexity have
been addressed in [19℄, but in this se tion we again onsider asymmetri problems,
for whi h the one-way restri tion is essential.
It is easy to see that if player Bob has m input bits then m nondeterministi
bits are the maximum player Ali e needs. Sin e the nondeterministi ommuni ation
omplexity without any limitation on the number of available nondeterministi bits
is at most m, Ali e an just guess the ommuni ation and send it to Bob in ase it
is orre t with respe t to her input and leads to a eptan e. Bob an then he k the
same for his input. Thus an optimal proto ol an be simulated.
For the appli ation to lower bounds on formula size we are again interested in
fun tions with an asymmetri input partition, i.e., Ali e re eives mu h more inputs
than Bob. For nontrivial results thus the number of nondeterministi bits must be
smaller than the number of Bob's inputs.
A se ond observation is that using s nondeterministi bits an redu e the ommuni ation omplexity from the deterministi one-way ommuni ation omplexity d
to d=2s in the best ase. If s is sublogarithmi , strong lower bounds follow already
from the deterministi lower bounds, e.g. N log n(:EQ)  n1 , while Nlog n (:EQ) =
O(log n). On the other hand:
Lemma 5.1.

Ns (f ) = ) N  :
Proof. In a proto ol with ommuni ation at most 2 di erent messages an be
sent (for all inputs). To guess su h a message nondeterministi bits are suÆ ient.

It is not sensible to guess more than to ommuni ate. We are interested in determining how large the di eren e between nondeterministi one-way ommuni ation
omplexity with s nondeterministi bits and unrestri ted nondeterministi ommuniation omplexity may be. Therefore we onsider the maximal su h gap as a fun tion
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Let f : f0; 1gn  f0; 1gm ! f0; 1g be a Boolean fun tion and
G : IN ! IN a monotone in reasing fun tion with
N (f ) = and Ns (f ) = G( ) for some s.
Then NG 1 (n)(f )  and hen e s  G 1 (n), where G 1(x) = minfyjG(y)  xg.
Proof. G( )  n and hen e  G 1 (n).
Corollary 5.2.

The range of values of s, for whi h a gap G between N (f ) and Ns (f ) is possible
is thus limited. If e.g. an exponential di eren e G(x) = 2x holds, then s  log n. If
G(x) = r  x, then s  n=r.
We now show a gap between nondeterministi one-way ommuni ation omplexity
with s nondeterministi bits and unlimited nondeterministi ommuni ation omplexity. First we de ne the family of fun tions exhibiting this gap.
Definition 5.3. Let Dn;s be the following Boolean fun tion for 1  s  n:
Dn;s(x1 ; : : :; xn; xn+1) = 1 () 8i : xi 2 P(n3 ; s)
^9i : jfj jj 6= i; xi \ xj 6= ;gj  s:

Note that the fun tion has (sn log n) input bits in a standard en oding. We
onsider the partition of inputs in whi h Bob re eives the set xn+1 and Ali e all other
sets. The upper bounds in the following lemma are trivial, sin e Bob only re eives
O(s log n) input bits.
Lemma 5.4.

NO(s log n) (Dn;s ) = O(s log n):
DB (Dn;s ) = O(s log n):

The lower bound we present now results in a near optimal di eren e between nondeterministi (one-way) ommuni ation and limited nondeterministi one-way ommuni ation. Limited nondeterministi one-way ommuni ation has also been studied
subsequently to this work in [18℄. There a tradeo between the onsumption of nondeterministi bits and the one-way ommuni ation is demonstrated (i.e., with more
nondeterminism the ommuni ation gradually de reases). Here we des ribe a fundamentally di erent phenomenon of a threshold type: nondeterministi bits do not help
mu h, until a ertain amount of them is available, when quite qui kly the optimal
omplexity is attained. For more results of this type see [23℄.
Theorem 5.5. There is a onstant  > 0, so that for s  n
Ns (Dn;s ) = (ns log n):
Proof.

We have to show that all nondeterministi one-way proto ols omputing

Dn;s with s nondeterministi bits need mu h ommuni ation.
A nondeterministi one-way proto ol with s nondeterministi bits and ommu-

ni ation indu es a over of the ommuni ation matrix with 2s Boolean matri es
having the following properties: ea h 1-entry of the ommuni ation matrix is a 1entry in at least one of the Boolean matri es, no 0-entry of the ommuni ation matrix
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is a 1-entry in any of the Boolean matri es, furthermore the set of rows appearing
in those matri es has size at most 2 . This set of matri es is obtained by xing
the nondeterministi bits and taking the ommuni ation matri es of the resulting
deterministi proto ols. We show the lower bound from the property that ea h of
the Boolean matri es overing the ommuni ation matri es uses at most 2 di erent
rows. Thus the lower bound a tually even holds for proto ols with limited, but publi
nondeterminism.
We rst onstru t a submatrix of the ommuni ation matrix with some useful
properties, and then show the theorem for this \easier" problem.
Partition the universe f1; : : :; n3g in n disjoint sets U1 ; : : :; Un with jUi j = n2 = m.
Then hoose ve tors of n size s subsets of the universe, so that the ith subset is from
Ui . Thus the n subsets of a ve tor are pairwise disjoint. Now the proto ol has to
determine, whether the set of Bob interse ts nontrivially
with s sets of Ali e.

We restri t the set of inputs further. There are ms subsets of Ui having size s. We
hoose a set of su h subsets so that ea h pair of them have no more than s=2 ommon
elements. To do so we start with any subset and remove all subsets in \distan e" at
most s=2. This ontinues as long as possible. We get a set of subsets of Ui , whose
elements have pairwise distan e at least s=2. In every step at most s=s2 s=m2 subsets
are removed, thus we get at least
(5.1)

s
s=

m
s

2


m
s=

2



 s=2
=23s=2
 ms

sets.
As des ribed we draw Ali e's inputs as ve tors of sets, where the set at position
i is drawn from the set of subsets of Ui we have just onstru ted. These inputs are
identi ed with the rows of the submatrix of the ommuni ation matrix. The olumns
of the submatrix are restri ted to elements of U1 [ f>g      Un [ f>g, for whi h
s positions are o upied, i.e., n s positions arry the extra symbol > whi h stands
for \no element". Call the onstru ted submatrix M .
Now assume there is a proto ol omputing the restri ted problem. Fixing the
nondeterministi bits indu es a deterministi proto ol and a matrix M 0, whi h overs
at least 1=2r of the ones of M , where r = s. We now show that su h a matrix must
have many di erent rows, whi h orresponds to large ommuni ation.
Ea h row of M orresponds to a ve tor of n sets. A position i is alled a di eren e
position for a pair of su h ve tors, if they have di erent sets at position i. A ording
to our onstru tion these sets have no more than s=2 elements in ommon.
We say a set of rows has k di eren e positions, if there are k positions i1 ; : : :; ik ,
so that for ea h il there are two rows in the set for whi h il is a di eren e position.
We now show that ea h row of M 0 ontaining \many" ones does not \ t" on many
rows of M , i.e., ontains ones these do not have. Sin e M 0 has one-sided error only,
the rows of M 0 are neither
sparse or over only few rows of M . Observe that ea h row

of M has exa tly s ss ones.
Let z be a row of M 0, appearing several times in M 0. The rows of
M , in whose pla e in M the row z appears in M 0, may have Æn di eren e positions.
Then z ontains at most 2 ns ss =2Æs=6 ones.
Proof. Several rows of M having Æn di eren e positions
are given, and the ones

Lemma 5.6.

of z o ur in all of these rows. Let C be the set of ns ss olumns/sets being the ones
in the rst su h row. All other olumns are forbidden and may not be ones in z .
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A olumn in C if hosen randomly by hoosing s out of n positions and then one
of s elements for ea h position. Let k = Æs. We have to show an upper bound on
the number of ones in z , and we analyze this number as the probability of getting a
one when hoosing a olumn in C . The probability of getting a one is at most the
probability that the hosen positions have a nontrivial interse tion with less than k=2
sets Ui at di eren e positions i (event E ) plus the probability of getting a one under the
ondition of event E , following the general formula P rob(A)  P rob(AjE )+ P rob(E).
We rst ount the olumns in C , whi h have a nontrivial interse tion with at most
k=2 of the sets Ui at di eren e positions i. Consider the slightly di erent experiment
in whi h s times independently one of n positions is hosen, hen e positions may be
hosen more than one time. Now expe ted Æs = k di eren e positions are hosen.
Applying Chernov's inequality yields that with probability at most
1
e 42 k  2 Æs=6
at most k=2 di eren e positions o ur. When hoosing a random olumn in C instead,
this probability is even smaller, sin e now positions are hosen without repetitions.
Thus the olumns
in C , whi h \hit" less than k=2 di eren e positions, ontribute at

most 2 Æs=6 ns ss ones to z .
Now onsider the olumns/sets in C , whi h interse t at least k=2 of the Ui at
di eren e positions i. Su h a olumn/set ts on all the rows, if the element at ea h
position not bearing a > lies in the interse tion of all sets in the rows at position i. At
ea h di eren e position there are two rows, whi h hold di erent sets at that position,
and those sets have distan e s=2.
Fix an arbitrary set of positions su h that at least k=2 di eren e positions are
in luded. The next step of hoosing a olumn in C onsists of hoosing one of s
elements for ea h position. But if a position is a di eren e position, then at most
s=2 elements satisfy the ondition of lying in the sets held by all the rows at that
position.
Thus the probability of tting on all the rows is at most 2 k=2, and at most
n s k=2
su h olumns an be a one in z .
s s =2
Overall only a fra tion of 2 Æs=6+1 of all olumns in C an be ones in z .
At least one half of all ones in M 0 lie in rows ontaining at least  ns ss =2r+1
ones. Lemma 5.6 tells us that su h a row ts only on a set of rows of M having no
more than Æn di eren e positions,
where r + 1 = Æs=6 1. Hen e su
h a row an


over at most all the ones in ms Æn rows of M , and therefore only ms Æn ns ss ones.
A ording to (5.1) at least (m=s)sn=2 ns ss =(23sn=22r+1 ) ones are overed by su h
rows, hen e

(m=s)sn=2 ns ss
mÆn n s 3sn=2 r +1
2
s
s s 2
(m=s)sn=2
 (em=s)6sn
+12n23sn=22s+1
= 2 (sn log n)
rows are ne essary (for  = 1=20 and n  s  400).
5.2. Quantum one-way ommuni ation. Our rst goal in this se tion is to
prove that the VC-dimension lower bound for randomized one-way proto ols (Fa t
2.9) an be extended to the quantum ase. To a hieve this we rst prove a linear
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lower bound on the bounded error quantum ommuni ation omplexity of the index
fun tion IXn , and then des ribe a redu tion from the index fun tion IXd to any
fun tion with VC-dimension d, thus transferring the lower bound. It is easy to see
that V C (IXn ) = n, and thus the bounded error probabilisti one-way ommuni ation
omplexity is large for that fun tion.
The problem of random a ess quantum oding has been onsidered in [2℄ and
[32℄. In a n; m; -random a ess quantum ode all Boolean n-bit words x have to be
mapped to states of m qubits ea h, so that for i = 1; : : :; n there is an observable,
so that measuring the quantum ode with that observable yields the bit xi with
probability 1 . The quantum ode is allowed to be a mixed state. Nayak [32℄ has
shown
Fa t 5.7. For every n; m; -random a ess quantum oding m  (1 H ())n.
It is easy to see that the problem of random a ess quantum oding is equivalent
to the onstru tion of a quantum one-way proto ol for the index fun tion. If there is
su h a proto ol, then the messages an serve as mixed state odes, and if there is su h
a ode the odewords an be used as messages. We an thus dedu e a lower bound
for IXn in the model of one-way quantum ommuni ation omplexity without prior
entanglement.
We now give a proof, that an also be adapted to the ase of allowed prior entanglement.
Theorem 5.8. Q (IXn )  (1 H ())n.
Qpub
H ())n=2.
 (IXn )  (1
Proof. Let M be the register ontaining the message sent by Ali e, and let X be
a register holding a uniformly random input to Ali e. Then XM denotes the state of
Ali e's qubits dire tly before the message is sent. M is the state of a random message.
Now every bit is de odable with probability 1  and thus S (Xi : M )  1 H ()
for all i. To see this onsider S (Xi : M ) as the Holevo information of the following
ensemble:
X
1 x
i;0 =
n 1 M
2
x:xi =0
with probability 1/2 and
i;1 =

X

: =1

x xi

1 x
2 1 M
n

with probability 1/2, where Mx is the density matrix of the message on input x.
The information obtainable on xi by measuring M must be at 1 H () due to
Fano's inequality Fa t 4.2, and thus the Holevo information of the ensemble is at
least 1 H (), hen e S (Xi : M )  1 H ().
But then S (X : M )  (1 H ()n (sin e all Xi are mutually independent).
S (X : M )  S (M ) using lemma 4.12, sin e X and M are not entangled. Thus the
number of qubits in M is at least (1 H ())n.
Now we analyze the omplexity of IXn in the one-way ommuni ation model with
entanglement.
The density matrix of the state indu ed by a uniformly random input on X ,
the message M , and the qubits EA ; EB ontaining the prior entanglement in the
possession of Ali e and Bob, is XMEA EB . Here EA ontains those qubits of the
entangled state Ali e keeps, note that some of the entangled qubits will usually belong
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to M . Tra ing out X and EA we re eive a state MEB , whi h is a essible to Bob.
Now every bit of the string in X is de odable, thus S (Xi : MEB )  1 H () for all
i as before. But then also S (X : MEB )  (1 H ()n, sin e all the Xi are mutually
independent.
S (X : MEB ) = S (X : EB ) + S (X : M jEB )  2S (M ) by an appli ation of the
Araki-Lieb inequality, see Fa t 4.11. Note that S (X : EB ) = 0. So the number of
qubits in M must be at least (1 H ())n=2.
Note that the lower bound shows that 2-round deterministi ommuni ation omplexity an be exponentially smaller than one-way quantum ommuni ation omplexity. For a more general quantum ommuni ation round-hierar hy see [26℄.
Theorem 5.9. For all fun tions f : Q (f )  (1 H ())V C (f ) and
Qpub
H ())V C (f )=2.
 (f )  (1
Proof. We now des ribe a redu tion from the index fun tion to f . Assume
V C (f ) = d, i.e., there is a set S = fs1 ; : : :; sd g of inputs for Bob, whi h is shattered
by the set of fun tions f (x; :). The redu tion then goes from IXd to f .
For ea h R  S let R be the in iden e ve tor of R (having length d). R is a
possible input for Ali e when omputing the index fun tion IXd . For ea h R hoose
some xR , whi h separates this subset from the rest of S , i.e., so that f (xR ; y) = 1 for
all y 2 R and f (xR ; y) = 0 for all y 2 S R.
Assume a proto ol for f is given. To ompute the index fun tion the players do
the following. Ali e maps R to xR . Bob's inputs i are mapped to the si . Then
f (xR ; si ) = 1 () si 2 R () R (i) = 1.
In this manner a quantum proto ol for f must impli itly ompute IXd . A ording
to Theorem 5.8 the lower bounds follow.
Appli ation of the previous theorem gives us lower bounds for the disjointness
problem in the model of quantum one-way ommuni ation omplexity. Lower bounds
of the order (n1=k ) for onstant k in k-round proto ols are given in [26℄.
Corollary 5.10. Q (DISJn )  (1 H ())n.
Qpub
H ())n=2.
 (DISJn )  (1
The rst result has independently been obtained in [9℄. Note that the obtained
lower bound method is not tight in general. There are fun tions for whi h an unbounded gap exists between the VC-dimension and the quantum one-way ommuniation omplexity [25℄.
Now we turn to the exa t and Las Vegas quantum one-way ommuni ation omplexity. For lassi al one-way proto ols it is known that Las Vegas ommuni ation
omplexity is at most a fa tor 1/2 better than deterministi ommuni ation for total
fun tions, see Fa t 2.10.
For all total fun tions f :
QE (f ) = D(f ),
Q0; (f )  (1 )D(f ).
Proof. Let row(f ) be the number of di erent rows in the ommuni ation matrix
of f (x; y). A ording to Fa t 2.7 D(f ) = dlog row(f )e. We assume in the following
Theorem 5.11.

that the ommuni ation matrix onsists of pairwise di erent rows only.
We will show that any Las Vegas one-way proto ol whi h gives up with probability
at most   0 for some fun tion f having row(f ) = R, must use messages with von
Neumann entropy at least (1 ) log R, when started on a uniformly random input.
Inputs for Ali e are identi ed with rows of the ommuni ation matrix. We then
on lude that the Hilbert spa e of the messages must have dimension at least R1 
and hen e at least (1 ) log R qubits have to be sent. This gives us the se ond lower
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bound of the theorem. The upper bound of the rst statement is trivial, the lower
bound of the rst statement follows by taking  = 0.
We now des ribe a pro ess, in whi h rows of the ommuni ation matrix are hosen
randomly bit per bit. Let p be the probability of having a 0 in olumn 1 (i.e., the
number of 0s in olumn 1 divided by the number of rows). Then a 0 is hosen with
probability p, a 1 with probability 1 p. Afterwards the set of rows is partitioned into
the set I0 of rows starting with a 0, and the set I1 of rows starting with a 1. When
x1 = b is hosen, the pro ess ontinues with Ib and the next olumn.
Let y be the density matrix of the following mixed state: the (possibly mixed)
message orresponding to a row starting with y is hosen uniformly over all su h rows.
The probability, that a 0 is hosen after y is alled py , and the number of di erent
rows beginning with y is alled rowy .
We want to show via indu tion that S (y )  (1 ) log rowy . Surely S (y )  0
for all y.
Re all that Bob an determine the fun tion value for an arbitrary olumn with
the orre tness guarantee of the proto ol.
Then with lemma 4.10 S (y )  py S (y0 )+(1 py )S (y1 )+(1 )H (py ), and via
indu tion
S (y ) py ((1 ) log rowy0 )
+(1 py )((1 ) log rowy1) + (1 )H (py )
= (1 )[py log(py rowy )
+(1 py ) log((1 py )rowy ) + H (py )℄
= (1 ) log rowy :
We on lude that S ()  (1 ) log row(f ) for the density matrix  of a message to a
uniformly random row. Hen e the lower bound on the number of qubits holds.
We now again onsider the model with prior entanglement.
Theorem 5.12.

For all total fun tions f :

Qpub
E (f ) = dD (f )=2e;
Qpub
0; (f )  D(f )(1 )=2.

The upper bound follows from superdense oding [5℄. Instead of the lower bounds
of the theorem we prove a stronger statement. We onsider an extended model of
quantum one-way ommuni ation, that will be useful later.
In a nonstandard one-way quantum proto ol Ali e and Bob are allowed to ommuni ate in arbitrarily many rounds, i.e., they an ex hange many messages. But
Bob is not allowed to send Ali e a message, so that the von Neumann information
between the input of Ali e plus the a essible qubits of Ali e and Bob's input is larger
than 0. The ommuni ation omplexity of a proto ol is the number of qubits sent by
Ali e in the worst ase. The model is at least as powerful as the model with prior
entanglement, sin e Bob may e.g. generate some EPR-pairs, send one qubit of ea h
pair to Ali e, then Ali e may send a message as in a proto ol with prior entanglement.
Lemma 5.13. For all fun tions f a nonstandard quantum one-way proto ol with
bounded error must ommuni ate at least (1 H ())V C (f )=2 qubits from Ali e to Bob.
For all total fun tions f a nonstandard quantum one-way proto ol
1. with exa t a eptan e must ommuni ate at least dD(f )=2e qubits from Ali e
to Bob.
2. with Las Vegas a eptan e and su ess probability 1  must ommuni ate at
least (1 )D(f )=2 qubits from Ali e to Bob.
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Proof. In this proof we always all the qubits available to Ali e P , and the qubits
available to Bob Q, for simpli ity disregarding that these registers hange during the
ourse of the proto ol. We assume that the inputs are in registers X; Y and are never
erased or hanged in the proto ol. Furthermore we assume that for all xed values
x; y of the inputs the remaining global state is pure.
For the rst statement it is again suÆ ient to investigate the omplexity of the
index fun tion.
Let XY P Q be the state for random inputs in X; Y for Ali e and Bob, with qubits
P and Q in the possession of Ali e and Bob. Sin e Bob determines the result, it must
be true that in the end of the proto ol S (XY : Y Q)  1 H (), sin e the value XY
an be determined from Bob's qubits with probability 1 . It is always true in the
proto ol that S (XP : Y ) = 0. Let XP =x;Y =y be the density matrix of P for xed0
inputs X = x and Y = y. Then we have that for all x; y; y0 : XP =x;Y =y = XP =x;Y =y .
XP Q=x;Y =y puri es XP =x;Y =y . Then the following fa t from [30℄ and [29℄ tells us
that all y and orresponding states of Q are \equivalent" from the perspe tive of
Ali e.
Fa t 5.14. Assume j1i and j2i are pure states in a Hilbert spa e H
K , so
that T rK j1ih1 j = T rK j2ih2 j.
Then there is a unitary transformation U a ting on K , so that I U j1i = j2i
(for the identity operator I on H ).

Thus there is a lo al unitary transformation
appli able by Bob alone, so that
0

XP Q=x;Y =y an be hanged to XP Q=x;Y =y Hen e for all i we have S (QY : Xi )  1 H (),
and thus S (X : QY )  (1 H ())n.
In the beginning S (X : QY ) = 0. Then the proto ol pro eeds w.l.o.g. so that

ea h player applies a unitary transformation on his qubits and then sends a qubit
to the other player. Sin e the information annot in rease by lo al operations, it
is suÆ ient to analyze what happens if qubits are sent. When Bob sends a qubit
to Ali e S (X : QY ) is not in reased. When Ali e sends a qubit to Bob, then Q is
augmented by a qubit M , and S (X : QMY )  S (X : QY ) + S (XQY : M )  S (X :
QY ) + 2S (M )  S (X : QY ) + 2 due to Fa t 4.11. Thus the information an in rease
only when Ali e sends a qubit and always by at most 2. The lower bound follows.
Now we turn to the se ond part. We onsider the same situation as in the proof of
Theorem 5.11. Let Pr denote the density matrix of the qubits P in Ali e's possession
under the ondition that the input row is r and the input olumn is . Clearly Pr Q
( ontaining also Bob's qubits) is a puri ation of Pr . Again Pr = Pr 0 for all r; ; 0,
and a ording to Fa t 5.14 for all and all orresponding states of Q, it is true that
Bob an swit h lo ally between them. Hen e it is possible for Bob to ompute the
fun tion for an arbitrary olumn.
The probability of hoosing a 0 after a pre x y of a row is again alled py ,
and the number of di erent rows beginning with y is alled rowy . y ontains the
state of Bob's qubits at the end of the proto ol if a random row starting with y
is hosen uniformly (and some xed olumn is hosen). Surely S (y )  0 for all
y. Sin e Bob an hange his olumn (and the orresponding state of Q) by a lo al
unitary transformation, he is able to ompute the fun tion for an arbitrary olumn,
always with the su ess probability of the proto ol, at the end. With lemma 4.10
S (y )  py S (y0 ) + (1 py )S (y1 ) + (1 )H (py ).
At the end of the proto ol thus S (Q ) = S ()  (1 ) log row(f )+Pr row1(f ) S (Qr )
for all . Thus the Holevo information of the ensemble, in whi h r = Qr is hosen
with probability 1=row(f ) is at least (1 ) log row(f ). Let RP Q be the density
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matrix of rows, qubits of Ali e and Bob. It follows that S (R : Q)  (1 ) log row(f )
and as before at least half that many qubits have to be sent from Ali e to Bob.
6. More lower bounds on formula size.
6.1. Nondeterminism and formula size. Let us

rst mention that any nondeterministi ir uit an easily be transformed into a nondeterministi formula without
in reasing size by more than a onstant fa tor. To do so one simply guesses the values
of all gates and then veri es that all guesses are orre t and that the ir uit a epts.
This is a big AND over test involving O(1) variables, whi h an be implemented by a
CNF ea h. Hen e lower bounds for nondeterministi formulae are very hard to prove,
sin e even nonlinear lower bounds for the size of deterministi ir uits omputing
some expli it fun tions are unknown. We now show that formulae with limited nondeterminism are more a essible. We start by introdu ing a variant of the Neiporuk
method, this time with nondeterministi ommuni ation:

Definition 6.1. Let f be a Boolean fun tion with n input variables and y1 : : : yk
be a partition of the inputs in k blo ks.
Player Bob re eives the inputs in yi and player Ali e re eives all other inputs.
The nondeterministi one-way ommuni ation omplexity of with s nondeterministi
bits of f under this input P
partition is alled Ns (fi ). De ne the s-nondeterministi
Neiporuk fun tion as 1=4 ki=1 Ns (fi ).
Lemma 6.2. The s-nondeterministi Neiporuk fun tion is a lower bound for the
length of nondeterministi Boolean formulae with s nondeterministi bits.

The proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.5. Again proto ols simulate the
formula in k ommuni ation games. This time Ali e xes the nondeterministi bits
by herself, and no probability distribution on formulae is present.
We will apply the above methodology to the following language.
Definition 6.3. Let ADn;s denote the following language (for 1  s  n):
ADn;s = f(x1; : : :; xn+1)j8i : xi 2 P(n3 ; s);
xi is written in sorted order

^9i : jfj jj 6= i; xi \ xj 6= ;gj  sg:

Theorem 6.4. Every nondeterministi formula with s nondeterministi bits for
ADn;20s has length at least (n2 s log n).
ADn;s an be omputed by a nondeterministi formula of length O(ns2 log n),
whi h uses O(s log n) nondeterministi bits (for s  log n).

Proof. For the lower bound we use the methodology we have just des ribed. We
onsider the n + 1 partitions of the inputs, in whi h Bob re eives the set xi and Ali e
all other sets. The fun tion they have to ompute now is the fun tion Dn;s from
de nition 5.3. In Theorem 5.5 a lower bound of (ns log n) is shown for this problem,
hen e the length of the formula is (n  ns log n).
For the upper bound we pro eed as follows: the formula guesses (in binary) a
number i with 1  i  n + 1 and pairs (j1 ; w1); : : :; (js ; ws), where 1  jk  n + 1
and 1  wk  n3 for all k = 1; : : :; s. The number i indi ates a set, and the pairs are
witnesses that set i and set jk interse t on element wk .
The formula does the following tests. First there is a test, jwhether
all sets onsist
of s sorted elements. For this
ns omparisons of the form xi < xji +1 suÆ e, whi h
an be realized with O(log2 n) gates ea h. Sin e s  log n overall O(ns2 log n) gates
are enough.
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The next test is, whether j1 <    < js . This makes sure that witnesses for s
di erent sets have been guessed. Also i 6= jk for all k must be tested.
Then the formula tests, whether for all 1  l  n + 1 the following holds: if l = i,
then all guessed elements are in xl ; if 1  l  n + 1 and 1  k  s the formula also
tests, whether l = jk implies, that wk 2 xl .
All these test an be done simultaneously by a formula of length O(ns2 log n).
For 0 <   1=2 let s = 1n 1   , then the lower bound for limited nondeterministi formulae
is (N 2  = log N ) with N  = log N nondeterministi bits allowed.
1


O(N log N ) nondeterministi bits suÆ e to onstru t a formulae having length
O(N 1+ = log N ). Hen e the threshold for onstru ting an eÆ ient formula is polynomially large, allowing an exponential number of omputations on ea h input.
6.2. Quantum formulae. Now we derive lower bound for generalized quantum
formulae. In [38℄ pure quantum formulae are onsidered (re all these are quantum
formulae whi h may not a ess multiply readable random bits). The result is as
follows.
Fa t 6.5.

error has length

Every pure quantum formula omputing a fun tion f with bounded
X
i

!

D(fi )= log D(fi ) ;

P

i D (fi ), see Fa t 3.1 and de nition 3.4.
Furthermore in [38℄ it is shown that pure quantum formulae an be simulated
eÆ iently by deterministi ir uits.
Now we know from x3.2 that the Boolean fun tion MP with O(n2 ) inputs (the
matrix produ t fun tion) has fair probabilisti formulae of linear size O(n2), while
the Neiporuk bound is ubi (theorems 3.11 and 3.12). Thus we get the following.

for the Neiporuk fun tion

Corollary 6.6. There is a Boolean fun tion MP with N inputs, whi h an be
omputed by fair Monte Carlo formulae of length O(N ), while every pure quantum
formula with bounded error for MP has size (N 3=2= log N ).

We on lude that pure quantum formulae are not a proper generalization of lassial formulae. A fair probabilisti formula an be simulated eÆ iently by a generalized
quantum formula on the other hand. We now derive a lower bound method for generalized quantum formulae. First we give again a lower bound in terms of one-way
ommuni ation omplexity, then we show that the VC-Neiporuk bound is a lower
bound, too.
This implies with Theorem 3.9 that the maximal di eren e between the sizes
of deterministi formulae and generalized pbounded error quantum formulae provable
with the Neiporuk method is at most O( n).
But rst let us on lude the following orollary, whi h states that fair probabilisti
formulae reading their random bits only on e are sometimes ineÆ ient.
Corollary 6.7. The (standard) Neiporuk fun tion divided by log n is an

asymptoti al lower bound for the size for fair probabilisti formulae reading their random inputs only on e.
Proof. We have to show that pure quantum formulae an simulate these spe ial

probabilisti formulae. For ea h random input we use two qubits in the state j00i.
These are transformed into the state j+ i by a Hadamard gate. One of the qubits
is never used again, then the other qubit has the density matrix of a random bit.
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Then the probabilisti formula an be simulated. For the simulation of gates unitary
transformations on three qubits are used. These get the usual inputs of the gate
simulated plus one empty qubit as input, whi h after the appli ation of the gate
arries the output. These gates are easily onstru ted unitarily. A ording to [4℄ ea h
3 qubits gate an be omposed of O(1) unitary gates on 2 qubits only.
We will need the following observation [1℄.
Fa t 6.8. If the density matrix of two qubits in a ir uit (with nonentangled
inputs) is not the tensor produ t of their density matri es, then there is a gate so that
both qubits are rea hable on a path from that gate.

Sin e the above situation is impossible in a formula, the inputs to a gate are never
entangled.
The rst lower bound is stated in terms of one-way ommuni ation omplexity.
It is interesting that a tually randomized omplexity suÆ es for a lower bound on
quantum formulae.

Theorem 6.9. Let f be a Boolean fun tion on n inputs and y1 : : :yk a partition
of the input variables in k blo ks. Player Bob knows the inputs in yi and player
Ali e knows all other inputs. The randomized (private oin) one-way ommuni ation
omplexity of f (with bounded error) under this input partition is alled R(fi ).
Every generalized quantum formula for f with bounded error has length

X
i

!

R(fi )
log R(fi ) :

Proof. For a given partition of the input we show how a generalized quantum
formula F an be simulated in the k ommuni ation games, so that the randomized
one-way ommuni ation in game i is bounded by a fun tion of the number of leaves
in a subtree Fi of F . Fi ontains exa tly the variables belonging to Bob as leaves and
its root is the root of F . Furthermore Fi ontains all gates on paths from these leaves
to the root. Note that the additional nonentangled mixed state whi h the formula
may a ess is given to Ali e.
F is a tree of fan-in 2 fan-out 1 superoperators (re all that superoperators are
not ne essarily reversible). "Wires" between the gates arry one qubit ea h. Fi is a
formula that Bob wants to evaluate, the remaining parts of the formula F belong to
Ali e, and she an easily ompute the density matri es for all qubits on any wire in
her part of the formula by a lassi al omputation, as well as the density matri es
for the qubits rossing to Bob's formula Fi . Note that none of the qubits on wires
rossing to Fi is entangled with another, so the state of these qubits is a probabilisti
ensemble of pure nonentangled states. Hen e Ali e may x a pure nonentangled state
from this ensemble with a randomized hoi e.
In all ommuni ation games Bob evaluates the formula as far a possible without
the help of Ali e. By an argument as in other Neiporuk methods (e.g. [7, 38℄ or the
previous se tions) it is suÆ ient to send few bits from Ali e to Bob to evaluate a path
with the following property: all gates on the path have one input from Ali e and one
input from it prede essor, ex ept of the rst gate, whi h has one input from Ali e,
and one (already known) input from Bob. With standard arguments the number of
su h paths is a lower bound on the number of leaves in the subformula, see x3.1.
Hen e we have to onsider some path g1; : : :; gm in F , where g1 has one input
or a gate from Ali e as prede essor and and input or gate from Bob as the other
prede essor, and all gates gi have the previous gate gi 1 and an input or gate from
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Ali e's part of the formula as prede essors. The density matrix of Bob's input to to
g1 is alled , and the density matrix of the other m inputs is alled . The ir uit
omputing  works on di erent qubits than the ir uit omputing .
Thus the density matrix of all inputs to the path is  , see Fa t 6.8. The path
maps   with a superoperator T to a density matrix  on one qubit, altenatively
we may view  as determining a superoperator T on one qubit that has to be applied
to . Now Ali e an ompute this superoperator by herself, lassi ally.
Bob knows . Bob wants to know the state T . Sin e this operator works on
a single qubit only, it an be des ribed within a pre ision 1=poly(k) by a onstant
size matrix ontaining numbers of size O(log k) for any integer k. Thus Ali e may
ommuni ate T to Bob within this pre ision using O(log k) bits.
In this way Ali e and Bob may evaluate the formula. and the error of the formula is hanged only by sizei =poly(k) ompared to the error of the quantum formula, when sizei denotes the number of gates in Fi. Thus hoosing k = poly(sizei )
the ommuni ation is bounded R(fi )  O(sizei log sizei ). This implies sizei 
(R(fi )= log R(fi )). Summation over all i yields the theorem.
The above onstru tion loses a logarithmi fa tor, but in the ombinatorialbounds
we a tually apply, we an avoid this, by using quantum ommuni ation and the programmable quantum gate from Fa t 4.20.
Theorem 6.10. The VC-Neiporuk fun tion is an asymptoti al lower bound for
the length of generalized quantum formulae with bounded error.
The Neiporuk fun tion is an asymptoti al lower bound for the length of generalized quantum Las Vegas formulae.
Proof. We pro eed similar to the above onstru tion, but Ali e and Bob use

quantum omputers. Instead of ommuni ating a superoperator in matrix form with
some pre ision we use the programmable quantum gate.
Ali e and Bob ooperatively evaluate the formulae Fi in a ommuni ation game as
before. As before, for ertain paths Ali e wants to help Bob to apply a superoperator
T on a state  of his. Using Kraus representations (Fa t 4.7) we an assume that
this is a unitary operator on O(1) qubits (one of them , the others blank) followed
by throwing away all but one of the qubits.
This time Ali e sends to Bob the program orresponding to the unitary operation
in T . Bob feeds this program into the programmable quantum gate, whi h tries to
apply the transformation, and if this is su essful the formula evaluation an ontinue
after dis arding the unne essary qubits. This happens with probability (1). If Ali e
ould get some noti ation from Bob saying whether the gate has operated su essfully
and if not, what kind of error o urred, then Ali e ould send him another program
that both undoes the error and the previous operator and then makes another attempt
to ompute the desired operator.
Note that the error that resulted by an appli ation of the programmable quantum
gate is determined by the lassi al measurement out ome resulting in its appli ation.
Furthermore this error an be des ribed by a unitary transformation itself. If the
error fun tion is E , the desired is unitary is U , and the state it has to be applied to is
, then Bob now holds UEE yU y . On e Ali e knows E (whi h is determined by Bob's
measurement out ome), Ali e an produ e a program for UE y U y. If Bob applies this
transformation su essfully they are done, otherwise they an iterate. Note that only
an expe ted number of O(1) su h iterations are ne essary, and hen e the expe ted
quantum ommuni ation in this pro ess is O(1), too.
So the expe ted ommuni ation an be redu ed to O(sizei ). But Ali e needs
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some ommuni ation from Bob. Lu kily this ommuni ation does not reveal any
information about Bob's input: Bob's measurement out omes are random numbers
without orrelation with his input.
So we onsider the nonstandard one-way ommuni ation model from lemma 5.13,
in whi h Bob may talk to Ali e, but without revealing any information about his
input. Using this model in the onstru tion and letting Bob always ask expli itly
for more programs redu es the ommuni ation in game i to O(sizei ) in the expe ted
sense.
With lemma 5.13 we get the lower bounds for bounded error and Las Vegas
ommuni ation.
Now we an give a lower bound for ISA showing that even generalized quantum formulae ompute the fun tion not signi antly more eÆ ient than deterministi
formulae.
Corollary 6.11. Every generalized quantum formula, whi h omputes ISA with
bounded error has length (n2 = log n).

Considering the matrix multipli ation fun tion MP we get the following.

There is a fun tion, whi h an be omputed by a generalized
quantum formula with bounded error as well as by a fair probabilisti formula with
bounded error, with size O(N ). Every generalized quantum Las Vegas formula needs
size (N 3=2 ) for this task. Hen e there is a size gap of (N 1=2) between Las Vegas
formula length and the length of bounded error formulae.
Corollary 6.12.

Sin e the VC-Neiporuk fun tion is a lower bound for generalized quantum formulae, Theorem 3.9 implies that the maximal size gap between deterministi formulae
and generalized quantump formulae with bounded error provable by the (standard)
Neiporuk method is O( n) for input length n. Su h a gap a tually already lies between generalized quantum Las Vegas formulae and fair probabilisti formulae with
bounded error.
7. Con lusions. In this paper we have derived lower bounds for the sizes of
probabilisti , nondeterministi , and quantum formulae. These lower bounds follow
the general approa h of reinterpreting the Neiporuk bound in terms of one-way ommuni ation omplexity. This is nontrivial in the ase of quantum formulae, where
we had use a programmable quantum gate. Nevertheless we have obtained the same
ombinatorial lower bound for quantum and probabilisti formulae based on the VCdimension.
Using the lower bound methods we have derived a general pn gap between
bounded error and Las Vegas formula size. Another result is a threshold phenomenon
for the amount of nondeterminism needed to ompute a fun tion, whi h gives a near
-quadrati size gap for a polynomial threshold on the number of nondeterministi bits.
To derive our results we needed lower bounds for one-way ommuni ation omplexity. While these were available in the ase of probabilisti one-way ommuni ation
omplexity, we had to develop these lower bounds in the quantum and nondeterministi ase. These results give gaps between 2-round and one-way ommuni ation
omplexity in these models. Those gaps have been generalized to round hierar hies
for larger number of rounds in [23℄ and [26℄ for the nondeterministi resp. the quantum ase. Furthermore we have shown that quantum Las Vegas one-way proto ols
for total fun tions are not mu h more eÆ ient than deterministi one-way proto ols.
The lower bounds for quantum one-way ommuni ation omplexity are also useful
to give lower bounds for quantum automata, and for establishing that only bounded
error quantum nite automata an be exponentially smaller than deterministi nite
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automata [24℄. A generalization of the VC-dimension bound on quantum one-way
ommuni ation omplexity is given in [25℄.
We single out the following open problems:
1. Give a better separation between deterministi and probabilisti /quantum
formula size (see [22℄ for a andidate fun tion).
2. Separate the size omplexities of generalized quantum and probabilisti formulae for some fun tion.
3. Investigate the power of quantum formulae that an a ess an entangled state
as an additional input, thus introdu ing entanglement into the model.
4. Separate quantum and probabilisti one-way ommuni ation omplexity for
some total fun tion or show that both are related.
5. Prove super-quadrati lower bounds for formulae over the basis of all two-ary
Boolean fun tions.
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